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Abstract—We discuss the kinematics of a particle with constant
speed in two dimensions and explore it with using Wolfram
Alpha.
This note is inspired by an earlier one1 by Gerd Kortemeyer
on the ”Plug-and-chug” syndrome in physics education. Here
we extend the conventional approach of directly teaching
elementary physics by formulas, which often would lead to
the Plug-and-Chug phenomenon. Starting from the old adage
that ”if you can’t beat them, join them!”, we propose that
students engage in an open-ended exploration of physics by
”plugging-and-chugging” various functions into formulas of
physics theories.
Specifically, we are suggesting that students explore the
ramifications for physics theories - without necessarily know-
ing how to derive the results of those theories themselves - in
the case of the motion with constant speed in two dimensions.
In other words, what do physics theories tell us if we impose
the constrain of uniform - but not rectilinear motion? What do
we learn?
We have relied extensively on the freely available symbolic
computation and graphics capabilities of Wolfram Alpha2. We
are not suggesting that Wolfram Alpha is the best such tool,
only that it is free & readily available and is already being used
by many students. They use it for checking their homework
formulas in calculus courses, for plotting 2-D and 3-D graphs -
specially parametric functions - and to find roots of functions,
as well as for matrix computations. And it is not just physics
and mathematics students that use it; economics majors use
it to calculate such things as the Slutsky Substitution Effect
and the Slutsky Income Effect. In fact, Wolfram Alpha is
very helpful for the more advanced levels of mathematics and
related fields since it replaces TI-84 Graphics Calculator to
carry out more complex calculations and programs.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In section 1 we
present the kinematic preliminaries of the uniform motion. In
section 2, we discuss possible physical situation that could give
rise to such motion. In section 3 we present the plots of a few
trajectories for different choices of uniform motion. Section 4
is devoted to the radiation emanating from a charged particle
undergoing this motion. Section 5 is a summary of what we
have learned in our journey thus far. Throughout, we include
snap-shots of the Wolfram Alpha graphs with all the details
so that our results could be duplicated by others.
I. Modeling
Let’s consider two-dimensional motion of a particle with
constant speed b, i.e. with constant magnitude of velocity
|~v| = b. In Cartesian coordinates the most general form of
this motion is given by:
~v(t) = b(cos(φ(t)), sin(φ(t))), (1)
where φ(t) is an arbitrary function of time. Geometrically,
φ(t) is the angle between axis x and velocity ~v measured in
counter-clockwise direction (i.e. polar angle). The acceleration
of the particle can be obtained from (1) by differentiation:
~a(t) = bφ˙(− sin(φ(t)), cos(φ(t))), (2)
and its magnitude is taking a very simple form |~a(t)| =
bφ˙(t).
We already know that given any two points A and B,
a curve of any shape can connect the two points and that
curve can always be traversed at constant speed. Therefore
the only defining feature of constant speed kinematics (other
than speed is constant) is the connection between velocity
and acceleration (how the curve is traversed), which must be
perpendicular (assuming the velocity is smooth), so that to
achieve such a motion the force must always be perpendicular
to velocity. This is the defining feature of this problem which
is demonstrated by the orthogonality of equations 1 and 2.
The usual examples in introductory physics courses include
a charged particle in a magnetic field, or an object that
undergoes elastic collisions with an immovable object so that
only direction changes (although for the latter the velocity
would not be smooth and therefore the force needn’t be
perpendicular to the velocity).
An arbitrary function g(t) = φ˙(t) can be selected to
model movement of the particle. Physically, ~a from (2)
will represent classical (Newtonian) force (of an unspecified
nature) acting on the particle. Calculating anti-derivative of
g(t) (i.e. indefinite integral
∫
g(t)dt) generates components of
~v in (1). Alternatively, students can start from selecting an
arbitrary function φ(t) and obtain ~a(t) by differentiation. In
both cases anti-derivatives of ~v’s components will represent
position vector ~r(t) of the particle and can be used to plot its
trajectory.
In a number of cases, students would be able to perform
symbolic integration of velocity components in (1) using
Wolfram Alpha or similar tools. Frequently, however, ob-
taining them would require performing numerical integration,
which (whilst giving them a feel of what mostly happens in
real scientific/engineering life) would make students’ projects
”difficult rather than complex”.
We noticed that symbolic integration features of Wolfram
Alpha would not work effectively when functions φ(t) contain
2inverse trigonometric functions. In particular, they would, typ-
ically, fail to simplify the functions using expressions such as
cos(arcsin(t)) = ±√1− t2 before integrating them. However,
symbolic integration can be used to analyze some of these
cases by using an alternative representation for ~v(t):
~v(t) = b(f(t),±
√
1− f2(t) ), (3)
where f(t) is also an arbitrary function of time. Note that
this function is related to the function φ(t) via
f(t) = cos(φ(t)) (4)
This is where physics enters, for motion to be physically
meaningful, f2(t) ≥ 13.
The ± symbol in the expression (3) highlights that (real)
function f(t) by itself cannot model changes of sign of
velocity components (which φ(t), certainly can). Discussing
this ”lost sign information” with the students can lead naturally
to emphasizing the importance of keeping track on functions’
domain and co-domain areas to avoid ”plug and chug” pitfalls.
As will be shown in the next section, defining these func-
tions in a piece-wise manner in lieu of using the ± symbol
illustrates the significance of constants of integration in order
for the calculated expressions for velocities and trajectories
to be ”physical” . Simply ignoring the constants of integra-
tion (i.e. setting them to 0) represents another type of case
where ”plug and chug” approach can easily lead to incorrect
results. Furthermore, not all choices of of g(t) (or φ(t)) and
initial conditions φ(t0) would be physically meaningful since
they lead to complex-valued functions for the components of
velocity or position vectors.
II. Trajectories and Accelerations
Let’s first consider the simplest case of constant-magnitude
acceleration g(t) = const = ω. We start from integrating g(t),
which yields φ(t) = bωt + Cv . We then substitute φ(t) into
(1) and integrate again to obtain:
~r(t) =
b
ω
(sin(ωt+ Cv) + ωCx,− cos(ωt+ Cv) + ωCy)
(5)
These expressions represent uniform circular motion with
radius b/ω and angular frequency ω. Changes to constant Cv
(first integration) do not influence the shape of the trajectory
(nor its size) as they correspond to ”time shifts” (by Cv/ω).
Constants Cx and Cy (second integration) do not change
trajectory’s shape/size plot either, as they only influence its
position on the coordinate plane.
Let’s now analyze the modeling function g(t) = exp(kt).
The expression for φ(t) becomes: φ(t) = 1/k exp(kt) + Cv
and for ~v and ~r we obtain:
~v(t) = b
(
cos(
ekt
k
+ Cv), sin(
ekt
k
+ Cv)
)
,
rx(t) =
b
k
(
cos(Cv)Ci(
ekt
k
+ Cv)− sin(Cv)Si(e
kt
k
+ Cv)
)
,
ry(t) =
b
k
(
sin(Cv)Ci(
ekt
k
+ Cv)− cos(Cv)Si(e
kt
k
+ Cv))
)
(6)
where Si and Ci are sine and cosine integrals4, and where
constants of integration Cx and Cy are set to 0. The trajectory
is plotted below.
Fig. 1. Plot of trajectory described by equation (6), with b = k = 1, Cv =
pi
2
− 1 and −4 ≤ t ≤ 4
We noticed that choosing elementary functions for φ(t)
often lead to spiral trajectories.
It is instructive to model uniform circular motion as well as
simple-looking ”deviations” from such motion by using f(t)
representation from (3). For example, students can be asked
to analyze the case f(t) = k sin(t) i.e.:
f(t) = k sin(t), where 0 < k ≤ 1 (7)
We will not be analyzing cases k > 1 as they lead to
imaginary values for vy . As mentioned in the first section,
attempts to directly analyze cases of k 6= 1 in φ-representation
given by:
φ(t) = arccos (k sin(t)) (8)
(cf. (4)) also lead to complications when k 6= 1 as Wolfram
Alpha cannot numerically integrate the corresponding function
for vy .
It is rather natural for the students to simply ignore the ±
sign in (7) and obtain the following expressions for vectors of
velocity and position:
~v(t) = b
(
k sin(t),
√
1− k sin2(t)
)
~r(t) = b (−k cos(t) + Cx, E(t|k) + Cy) ,
(9)
3where E(t|k) denotes Elliptical integral of the second kind.
Differentiation of (7) gives corresponding acceleration:
~a(t) = bk
(
cos(t),− sin t cos t√
1− k sin2 t
)
(10)
Let’s start our analysis from the uniform circular motion,
i.e. from the case k = 1. In effect, we are using ry =√
cos2(t) tan(t) instead of an Elliptic function, which does
not change the plot below. The corresponding trajectory and
accelerations are plotted below.
Fig. 2. Plot of the motion described by equation (9), with b = 1, k = 1,
Cv = 0 and −pi2 ≤ t ≤ 32pi
Fig. 3. Plot of acceleration component ay described by equation (10), with
b = 1, k = 1 and −pi
2
≤ t ≤ 3
2
pi
There is an obvious problem with these results: the trajec-
tory is no longer circular. Furthermore, vy is no longer smooth
and, as a result, ay becomes discontinuous at t = pi2 + npi
(where n ∈ Z). These issues are due to the ”loss of sign
information” for vy component. They demonstrate that we,
generally, cannot ignore the ± sign in (3). Instead, this ”lost”
sign needs to be reintroduced as a function of time.
In the case k = 1 the sign can be reintroduced easily since
we know what that it should behave as sign of cos(t) for
uniform circular motion. Let’s try to apply the same ”sign
recovery” approach for cases k < 1 and see where it leads us.
Our first attempt is:
vy(t) =
b
√
1− k sin2(t) if − pi2 + npi < t < pi2 + npi
−b
√
1− k sin2(t) if pi2 + npi < t < 3pi2 + npi
(11)
(where n ∈ Z), does not produce satisfactory results as
vy would become discontinuous when k < 1. To address the
issue we need to ”stitch” the pieces by adding or subtracting
b
√
1− k:
vy(t) =
b
√
1− k sin2(t)− b√1− k if − pi2 < t < pi2
−b
√
1− k sin2(t) + b√1− k if pi2 < t < 3pi2
(12)
(hereafter we will be omitting the +npi terms shown in (11))
Piece-wise integration of (12) yields:
ry(t) =
{
bE(t|k)− b√1− kt+ Cy if − pi2 < t < pi2
−bE(t|k) + b√1− kt+ C ′y if pi2 < t < 3pi2
(13)
It should be noted that the constants of integration Cy and
C ′y are not independent. In particular, if students attempt to set
constant of integration for both pieces (independently) to 0 the
trajectory would fail to remain circular for k = 1. This issue
demonstrates importance of analyzing constants of integration
even when the task does not have particular initial conditions
specified. To ”stitch” the pieces of trajectory we need to set:
C ′y = Cy + 2bE(
pi
2
|k)− b√1− kpi (14)
The corresponding trajectory is plotted below.
Fig. 4. Plot of trajectory described by equations (13) and (14), with b = 1,
k = 0.6 and −pi
2
≤ t ≤ 3
2
pi
4and
Fig. 5. Plot of trajectory described by equations (13) and (14), with b = 1,
k = 0.6 and −pi
2
≤ t ≤ 3
2
pi
As a bonus problem students can be asked to demonstrate
graphically that this curve is not an ellipse.
It would appear at this stage, that the expression (12) rep-
resents physically meaningful behavior of a particle. Analysis
of accelerations, however, reveals other issues. Differentiation
of (12) yields:
ay(t) =
−bk
sin t cos t√
1−k sin2 t
if − pi2 < t < pi2
bk sin t cos t√
1−k sin2 t
if pi2 < t <
3pi
2 ,
(15)
and in the case of k = 1 (and b = 1) we obtain a regular
graph of − sin(t). Cases k < 1, however, give significantly
different results and the function ay(t) is no longer smooth
(regardless of how close we are to k = 1!):
Fig. 6. Plot of acceleration component ay described by equation (15), with
b = 1, k = 0.99 and −pi
2
≤ t ≤ 3
2
pi
If we compare this outcome with the behavior of ay(t) for
k < 1 in the ”apparently naive” representation (10), we will
find that in the later case the function is smooth:
Fig. 7. Graph of acceleration component ay described by equation (10),
with b = 1, k = 0.99 and −pi
2
≤ t ≤ 3
2
pi
It is also interesting to compare the plots of ~a(t) in these two
cases. It turns out, the plots look identical (for the same value
of k). However, in the ”apparently naive” case the point on
this plot representing the acceleration of the moving particle
draws ”figure eight” (as time passes), whilst the piece wise
representation (15) corresponds to point moving non-smoothly
as arrows on the plot below illustrate:
Fig. 8. Plot of acceleration ~a described by equation (15), with b = 1,
k = 0.99 and −pi
2
≤ t ≤ 3
2
pi
and
Fig. 9. Plot of acceleration ~a described by equation (15), with b = 1,
k = 0.99 and −pi
2
≤ t ≤ 3
2
pi
Analysis of trajectories for cases k < 1 in ”apparently
naive” representation shows that they are not affected by the
smoothness-of-vy (continuity of ry) issues discussed above
5for the case k = 1, even though from (9) we obtain k < 1
trajectories that are no longer closed and very similar to the
one shown on Fig 2 above:
Fig. 10. Plot of trajectory described by equation (9), with b = 1, k = 0.99
Thus, lack of smoothness of ay in (15) (see Fig 6) appears
to be the ”price to pay” for demanding that magnitude of
velocity to remain constant whilst trajectory remain a close
curve (deformation of a circle).
On the other hand, letting b = 1 and g(f, t) = kf2(t), we
obtain f(t) =
√
1 + k2t2
−1
, which, upon integration, gives
the displacement vector:
~r(t) = (
ArcSinh(kt)
k
, tArcSinh(kt) ), (16)
with the trajectory:
Fig. 11. Plot of trajectory described by equation (16), k = 2,−10. ≤ t ≤ 9.
For comparison purposes, we note here that the parametric
equation of an ellipse, with semi-major axis a and b, is given
by ρ = ±√(a2cos2t+b2sin2t), and φ = Arctan[b/aTan(t)]
in polar coordinates.
Many more such examples many be constructed, limited
only by one’s inventiveness. And all of them would be
exhibiting constant speed in two dimensions regardless of the
specific form that their trajectory takes. Students could try
different functions and construct the trajectory of the motion.
Depending on the choice of the function g(f, t) one might be
able to determine the acceleration using a table of integrals6.
The absence of a closed-form for the integrals serves the
important purpose of showing that not all problem have neat,
closed-form solutions and how quickly one can find oneself
in such situations.
For example, things also become quite interesting when one
intentionally deviates from from uniform circular motion by
replacing b with something slightly different than 1, say 1.01
and by letting f(t) = sin(t) (this corresponds to letting ω = 1,
without loss of generality):
~v(t) = (sin(t),
√
1.01− sin2(t) ), (17)
the trajectory of the motion becomes:
Fig. 12. Plot of trajectory described by equation (17), −10. ≤ t ≤ 10..
In order to verify that such motions are indeed physical,
let’s start from the corresponding map of forces, i.e. with the
plot for acceleration corresponding to (11).
Fig. 13. Plot of acceleration for motion described by equation (17), pi/2 ≤
t ≤ pi..
6The piece-wise plot for acceleration is continuous and
smooth and by integrating the x and y components of the
acceleration we would arrive at the expression similar to (12),
except there will be constants of integration. The point is that
to arrive at the physical answers for Vx and Vy we need
to select these constants of integration based on the initial
conditions, considered separately for each piece (in other
words, based on performing ”stitching” for plot of velocity).
III. The Electromagnetic Field
Most of interactions at macroscopic level are caused by
central forces, which (in general) influence both direction and
magnitude of the particle’s velocity. There is only one notable
exception — Lorentz force for a charged particle moving in
a magnetic field. Acceleration of the particle is described by
the following equation:
m~a(t) = q~v(t)× ~B(t), (18)
where m is mass of the particle, q its electric charge and
~B(t) is magnetic field (aka magnetic flux density). The vector
product operation in this formula causes the acceleration to
always be normal to the velocity vector, thus not allowing its
magnitude (i.e. particle’s speed) to be affected.
Equations for a particle moving in plane xy (i.e. two-
dimensional movements) can be easily rewritten in component
form:
~a(t) =
q
m
Bz(t)(vy(t),−vx(t)), (19)
where Bz(t) is projection of ~B(t) onto z-axis (forming right-
handed coordinate system with the coordinate axis x and y).
Taking (1) into account we obtain:
~a(t) =
1
m
qb ~Bz(t)(sinφ(t),− cos(t)), (20)
which allows us to determine the physical interpretation for
the function g(t) introduced above:
g(t) = − q
m
Bz(t). (21)
In other words, g(t) defines time how external magnetic force
(acting within the plane) changes with time.
As a bonus problem, students could be asked to analyze,
using similar methods, but with (2-dimensional) reference
frame moving with the particle. In general, any central forces
would produce only trivial solutions (such as uniform circular
motion). The only non-trivial physical context for motion with
constant speed is a charged particle moving (without friction)
in a variable magnetic field. Physically, that would correspond
to either a ”rock” (when tangential component of ~v is always
constant) or a ”rocket” (when tangential component of ~v is
changing as a function of time) under the influence of forces
that remain always perpendicular to the speed. An example of
such forces would be the Lorenz forces from multiple and/or
variable sources of magnetic fields. Of course, in that case,
our rock/rocket would need to be electrically charged!
IV. Radiated Power
The Larmor formula for the total power radiated by a non-
relativistic point charge under acceleration is given by7:
P =
2
3
q2a2
4piε0c3
=
q2a2
6piε0c3
(SI units), (22)
and by
P =
2q2γ6
3c
[
(β˙)2 − (β × β˙)2
]
, (23)
in the relativistic case. Both equations could have singularity
for certain choices of parameters and functions describing the
uniform motion. Different choices lead to different pattern of
radiated power.
Below, we have plotted such an example below - in units
of q
2
6piε0c3
- for the motion corresponding to eq. (17).
Fig. 14. Plot of the radiated Power described by equation (17), −5. ≤ t ≤ 5.
Any motion that has uniform speed but not constant velocity
and electric charge could be made to radiate infinite power. Of
course this is not true in practice but very large amounts of
power could be made to radiate from such a charge. And that
energy must come from somewhere. One could discuss this
briefly.
V. Summary
This paper has been mainly about two specific parameteri-
zations of constant speed trajectories, equations 1 and 3, and
how one has to be careful with each choice of parameterization
(the former has trickiness with trig functions, the latter has
trickiness with signs). The two parameterizations are the most
natural one but we observe here that they are not the only ones:
indeed, if one parameterizes the curve by arclength rather than
time (which is a common thing to do in differential geometry),
then one automatically has a constant speed curve.
Furthermore, we have demonstrated the utility of using the
online tool - Wolfram Alpha - in exploring the ramifications
of this constant speed trajectories for various choices of
functions; using its numerical and graphical capabilities.
We believe that some or all of these material, which is at a
”higher level” of ”Plug-and-chug” could encourage students in
exploring and developing deeper understandings in the study
of physics and mathematics.
7There are multiple directions that one could take the stu-
dents from here. For example, it could be interesting to discuss
with then how a single scalar constraint on velocity vector
|~v| = b reduces degrees of freedom for acceleration ~a(t) so it
becomes fully represented by a scalar function g(t); which is
due to considering 2-dimensional motions only.
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